Activities

Quiz
1. Who is queen of Primlox, the land of the fairies?
a. Queen Tasha
b. Queen Sophie
c. Queen Clara
d. Queen Rainbow Frost
2. W
 hat does Hambone the troll trade the queen’s
emerald for?
a. Gold
b. A horse
c. Hair smoothing potion
d. New glasses
3. Where do the wizards live?
a. Hobsgrove
b. Crestwood
c. Burth
d. Bogburp
4. Who finds the emerald for Lucas and Clara?
a. The fairies
b. King Caleb
c. The Wizard, Olaf
d. The mermaids

5. T
 rolls live on the island of Burth, where they grow all of
the _____ for The Kingdom of Wrenly.
a. Vegetables
b. Fruit
c. Grain
d. Donuts
6. W
 hen Prince Lucas sneaks into school, he disguises
himself and says his name is _____.
a. Luke
b. Quinn
c. Flynn
d. Albin
7. T
 he Kingdom of Wrenly is named after the wren,
which is a _____________.
a. Blue bird
b. Brown bird
c. Black bird
d. Songbird

Now give yourself a point for each answer you got right!
1–3 points: Great job on completing your first quest in the Kingdom of
Wrenly! You missed a few details from your journey with Prince Lucas,
but don’t worry—keep reading The Kingdom of Wrenly series and you’ll
become an amazing adventurer!
4–5 points: You’re one smart adventurer! You’re getting the hang of the
Kingdom of Wrenly as you follow Prince Lucas on his journey. Now that
you’ve completed your first mission in Wrenly, you’re ready for more fun!
Check out the rest of the series for more princely adventures!
6–7 points: Wow—you’re a true adventurer! You seem to know your way
around The Kingdom of Wrenly just as well as Prince Lucas. Don’t let
the adventure end—check out the rest of the books in the series for
more royal fun!
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ANSWERS: 1-b, 2-c, 3-a, 4-d, 5-a, 6-c, 7-b
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